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2020 TAF MEMBERSHIP LEVEL

SCHOLARSHIP CLUB

MAP COLOR

2020 TAF ANNUAL

MAXIMUM TAF SEATS

COLISEUM RESTORATION GIFT*

SCHOLARSHIP CLUB TOWER

USC

VISITOR

TROJAN CLUB (NORTH & SOUTH)

TROJAN CLUB (WEST)

GENERAL SEATING

*Coliseum restoration gift amounts are per seat
**Cardinal & Gold / Women of Troy includes Junior (ages 31-35) and Freshman (age 30 and younger)

TAF MEMBERSHIPS
You must maintain your membership and be current on your CRG pledge (if applicable) in order to remain in TAF seating locations.

COLISEUM SEATING
The Coliseum has three levels of seating: 100, 200 and 300. Sections split in half are distinguished as A and B. A is always on the right side of the section when looking towards the field, B on the left. All sections, including A and B sections, begin with seat number 1 on the right when looking towards the field.

Effective Date: 1/17/20
This map supersedes all maps published prior to date above